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'O'Vision Myria
A camera specially designed for Rio Olympics 2016 that captures up to 10,000 images per
second at the finishing line! This is an upgrade from Sochi Olympics 2014's camera that
captured 2,000 images per second.

WhatsApp Can Do

New Camera in Olympics
ime is probably the most
T non-compromising
essen-

tial in any sports and when it
comes to Olympics, time is
divided into mili’s and micro’s
of a second. Scan'O'Vision
Myria camera is here to record
every
such
moments.
Hundreds and thousands
events in a second decide the
most deserving neck for gold
medal. OMEGA, might be
known to you, is the
well-known company for
watches and since 1932, it has been playing an honorable role as an Official timekeeper in
Olympic Games. Every time it comes up with a new technology to catch each moment from
start line to scoreboard. The long history of OMEGA started with the 30 stopwatches provided to keep the track of winners in Los Angeles Olympic Games. Previously, the story was
furnished up to a camera that could capture 2000 images in a second. This year, the technology is rather polished with the introduction of 450 tons of equipment handled by a team of
480 timekeeping professionals who are dispatched by OMEGA to RIO, the ground for
Olympics for the 2016. These tons of equipment includes a camera named above that can
capture 10,000 images per second, seems preserving the acute details that might awarded
Katie Ledecky, the swimmer, as a gold medalist. There are other technologies introduced by
the company to add flawless coverage of almost all sports.

Tech Updates
New Emojis by Microsoft
Microsoft has come up with real gun replacing the cartoon gun and has introduced
new emojis providing different skin tones for families and others.
Emergency App
Now, you can provide your exact location to your loved ones with just dialing their
number. Seems, there is a chance to save your life in any emergency situation. Google
is working to prepare such android application for you.
Noise Cancelling Headphones
Apple has something amazing for you. Noise cancelling headphones that can turn-off
if your name is yelled. Go for it…
Facebook’s Self-flying Internet
Facebook’s self-flying solar powered internet broadcasting airplane, Aquila, has
completed its first flight.
Award for Hackers
Apple has announced recently to award the hackers that would find a bug in their
updated version of operating system.
Airplane Services by Amazon
Amazon is introducing new airplane services to ensure the fast services of home
delivery.
What about Jupiter ?
Juno Probe the spacecraft entered Jovian orbit in July, and has now completed the
first of 36 flybys of the solar system's giant.
Sandwich Chef Robot
We've all had fantasies of a future where
robot chefs live in our homes and make
us any meal we desire at any time of day.
Sadly, robots aren't sophisticated.

More Than You Think

W number

hatsapp stated a few months ago that the
of users is heading to about a billion.
But very few users explore it and utilizes all of its
unique features. After reading this, hopefully even
you will be an advanced WhatsApp user.
Alternative Customizations: Do you face a
problem of continuous distraction by the useless
group chats notifications and get late to respond to
the important ones? Stop worrying… Whatsapp has
its solution. You can customize the message tones
for different contacts and groups. Just go to the
contact or group name, tap on it, go to the View
Contact or Group info respectively and then to the
Custom notifications. Choose your desired setting
for the particular contact or group. If you don’t want
any message from a particular contact or group then
you can even apply the mute for as long as you need.

Smartly Save The Message: If you wish to see any
message in the future then don’t waste time
scrolling through hundreds of conversation
messages to reach the target. Just do a second task
when you receive a message you feel to see again.
Hold the message, a bar of options will appear at the
top. Select the star and your message will be saved.
You can retrieve them from Starred messages area in
your WhatsApp.

Message Formatting: What if you could make your
message looks more readable in Whatsapp? Yeah…
it’s possible. Make your text look a little different just
by inserting a few signs at both ends of the text. For
example, if you want to make text bold then put ‘*’ at
both ends. Similarly, for italics, insert underscore ‘_’
and for striking the text, tild ‘~’ will do the work.
Recent research revealed that just deletion of
messages leave marks which can be integrated to
get the conversation. So, the solution to it seems to
uninstall the app. But it turns out not to be harmful
for general public.

Tech Wise
Free Photographer For Selfies??
Application

re you one of those people who love to take selfies, but are always disappointed with the results of

A having a fat nose, slim face, or flattened head? It’s the distortion that occurs due to the distance from

camera lens and the angle in which the picture is being taken. Obviously, one can neither have a personal
photographer to capture the best moments nor can stretch their arms very far. A selfie-stick is the obvious
solution to this issue but there comes another problem with blurry pictures as a result of handling the
weight of the selfie stick and clicking a button. Soon, even that issue will be resolved. Ohad Fried, a
computer science Ph.D. candidate at Princeton University, has developed a new algorithm that can
remove the distortion in the images. The formula is named as perspective-aware manipulation. They
started with a 3D-model database and targeted six dozen points on the
“They are post-processing
face that can be sensitive and can play a vital role in manipulation to
equivalent of a portrait
reduce the distortion in the image. The researchers state that this
photographer making a
application will not create a new person but only represent the person in
different decisioin about
different viewing conditions. More possibly, the options will be provided
composition.”
at different points to operate the image as you like. Researchers say that the app is under development
Research writer
stages and will soon be launched for the public. Till then you can enjoy the online demo available.

Round-The -World-Trip
ears ago, a successful flight was accomplished by two brothers. The same happened once

again but the difference lies in the power used. The Solar Impulse 2 finally completed its
Y
round trip around the world with no fuel and landed on July 25th, 2016 in Abu Dhabi from
where it took off on March 9, 2015. After 13 years of continuous struggle, the Mission Control
Center in Monaco felt a moment of comfort as if the weight on everyone’s shoulders was
gone with the safe landing of the plane. It was not the first solar plane though, but certainly
was the first to continuously fly through days and nights. The record breaking 5 day-night
oceanic flight from Japan to Hawaii proved the ambition and vision of Bertrand Piccard.
Overheating of batteries was the only technical problem faced. With a wingspan of Boeing
747, equivalent to the weight of a car and power of motorcycle, Solar Impulse 2, has become
the first large sized airplane with low weight. It is to be noted that Solar Impulse is not to
“It’s like a new era in aviaton. Because it’s difficult, it’s carry passengers but only to spread the message round the world that if renewable energy
and clean technologies can fly into air then it can also turn tables on the ground. We have to
challenging, there is no benchmark.” Piccard
just look around and make best use of natural energy treasures we are blessed with.

Express Mission To Moon
15 years, Moon will be an important part of Earth’s economy and
I “npotentially
our second home. Imagine that”. Says Naveen Jain, co-founder

and chairman of Moon Express.
Moon Express, a commercial company co-founded in 2010 by the Silicon Valley
entrepreneurs, Dr. Barney Pell, Dr. Bob Richards and Naveen Jain, became the first
to get permission by the US Government to conduct a private mission to the
moon. This mission, MX-1, is hoped to be accomplished by 2017. It will be the first
private robotic mission ever heading beyond the Earth’s orbit. However, it was not
a trouble-free task to get the permission from the US Federal Aviation
Administration. The application submitted to the Administration on April 8th
passed through various stages before finally being approved. Now, the company
is focusing over the financial and technical issues of the mission. The washing
machine sized lunar mission has the major cause to gather the detailed
information of the moon including close images, samples, and more. According
to the company's co-founders, if all goes as planned in the future, then it is aimed to explore and exploit the resources on lunar surfaces, such as
water. It will set new bundles of information and discoveries in space technology. Chairman states that we have to travel into space as it is the only
path for our survival ahead and offers a limitless future for our children.

Albert Szent-Györgyi

Our Sports Journey

Portfolio

Khuddam Ul Ahmadiyya Maqami organized an all-Rabwah tape ball tournament. The
M ajlis
Public Relations Department of Skylite Networks submitted the exclusive team of Skylite

Networks for the event and Mr. Naseer Ahmad was appointed as the captain of the team by PRO of
company, Mr. Zahid Ahmad. A special kit was designed for the players and Team Skylite played
practice matches before starting off the tournament. Team Skylite played three matches in the
group stages of the tournament against Dar Ul Yaman Wasti, Dar Ul Fazal Sharqi, and Team Maqami
and won all three matches comprehensively to book their place in the knockout stages, unfortunately we lost our 4th match after a very close fight.

T appreciable benefits of vitamin C, the most
oday, most of us are surrounded by the

searched nutrient on the Internet. Almost every
discussion
about
various
diseases,
detoxification, facial treatments, weight loss
techniques, etc. concludes with the enhanced
intake of vitamin C. Very few of us might be
aware of the struggle behind the scenes of the
legend who isolated that life-saving ingredient.
In the mid-sixteenth century, scurvy (disease
caused by malnutrition causing anemia, loss of
teeth, exhaustion, etc.) was frequently
observed in sailors and it was observed that
those who used to eat fruits were less affected
by the disease. Albert Szent-Györgyi, the
Hungarian American Physiologist, born on
September 16, 1893, graduated in medicine
and started his scientific career in 1917 with the
study on ‘biological combustion’ which
involves the process by which cells absorbs
nutrients from food itself.
“A vitamin is a substance that makes you ill
if you don't eat it.” Albert Szent-Györgyi
Later on, he isolated a hydrogen carrier from
adrenal glands and called it “hexuronic acid.”
Future experiments proved it to be Vitamin C.
Albert experimented with guinea pigs that
have similarly matching body nature to
humans. He fed them boiled foods and led
them to scurvy and then cured them with
orange juice and paprika, thus founding that
they contain a treasure of Vitamin C.
Szent-Györgyi won the Nobel Prize in 1937, for
his discovery of Vitamin C.
Studies revealed that human beings, and
other mammals cannot synthesize Vitamin C,
and thus must attain it from other sources such
as vegetables, fruits, etc. Vitamin C acts as an
antioxidant and helps regenerate Vitamin E. It
also helps in healing wounds, reduces the risk
of various diseases such as cancer, heart
diseases, asthma, etc., and it converts fats into
energy. As the body cannot store Vitamin C, we
must grab the daily dose of the Vitamin C from
your environment as much as we can ourselves.

Independence Day Celebration

I

ndependence Day of a country is one of the greatest occasions of the year for the Pakistani
citizens to awake and build a sense of patriotism, devotion, and unity of the nation. Skylite
Networks always organizes extraordinary preparations and events to celebrate Independence Day
in order to show love, dedication, and loyalty to our beloved country. On the delightful occasion of
Independence Day, the PR department of Skylite Networks planned a special program to celebrate
the proud day of independence. On August 13,th the Skylite Networks building was decorated with
multicolored electric lights and a handsome national flag of Pakistan was flown. All the employees
of Skylite Networks gathered in the conference hall of the organization on August 13th at midnight.
At the strike of midnight, the national anthem of Pakistan was played on the multimedia screen and
HR Manager, Mr. Nasir Mahmoud, delivered a short but comprehensive speech in which he
explained the responsibilities and requirements that our country needs from all of us. After the
joint prayer, specially prepared cakes in the shape of the national flag were served to the staff along
with other sweets and drinks. All in all, It was a memorable and historic day.

Sweet Distribution

Condolence Message

ugust 16,th 2016 marks the day of great
t is sad to hear that our efficient employee,
A blessings
for all Ahmadis. Jamaat Ahmadi- I Mr. Raheel Ahmad’s (Admin Executive),

yya celebrated its 50th annual Jalsa Salana in UK.
On this happy and blessed moment, Skylite
Management arranged different joint programs
to honor the Jalsa Salana and Pakistan’s Independence Day. The office distributed packets of
sweets to all the employees, special guests, and
affiliated persons in order to congratulate all the
Ahmadis on the 120th Almi Bait.

uncle has passed away on the Aug 21,th 2016.
His uncle was a very noble personality and a
saintly person.
May Allah enable them to bear this priceless
loss and may the departed soul rest in peace.
Our heartfelt condolences go out to Mr. Raheel
Ahmad and his family.

My Jalsa Salana App
again, iRabwah offered information-rich resource for the
O nce
guests of Jalsa Salana. An updated and detailed info based

smart phone app was released before Jalsa Salana UK. This app
helps attendees to navigate thru the facility, area map, directions
and jalsa programmes. Voice of Islam live feed is integrated in this
app. In addition to useful telephones and addresses of jamaat
installations in greater London, information about Homeopathy,
Book store, Humanity First, Shroud of Turin and Review if Religions
are provided. The app is available on Android and IOS platforms.

